Identify Within 45 Days
Yes, the 45-Day Identification Period is Set in Stone

1031
Knowledge

SECTION 1.1031(k)-1
§1.1031(k)-1: Treatment of Deferred Exchanges states that “the identification period begins on the date the taxpayer
transfers relinquished property and ends at midnight on the 45th day thereafter.” Later in this subsection, the manner of
identifying replacement property is specifically stated as: “Replacement property is identified only if it is designated as
replacement property in a written document signed by the taxpayer and hand delivered, telecopied, or otherwise sent
before the end of the identification period to either - (i) The person obligated to transfer the replacement property to the
taxpayer (regardless of whether that person is a disqualified person as defined in paragraph (k) of this section); or (ii) Any
other person involved in the exchange other than the taxpayer or a disqualified person (as defined in paragraph (k) of this
section). Examples of persons involved in the exchange include any of the parties to the exchange, an intermediary, an
escrow agent, and a title company.”
IRS FORM 8824: LIKE-KIND EXCHANGES
IRS Form 8824, Part I, Item #5, the IRS asks for the following information: “Date like-kind property you received was
identified by written notice to another party (see instructions for 45-day written notice requirement) (month, day, and
year).” As both IRC §1031 and IRS Form 8824 indicate, there is no leeway whatsoever in properly identifying replacement
property in a 1031 exchange. Identification must be made in writing and by midnight of the 45th calendar day from the
relinquished property closing. Any attempt to try to circumvent these rules is considered tax fraud and could result in
significant negative consequences.
In the Tax Court case, Dobrich vs. Commissioner (October 20, 1997), the taxpayers committed tax fraud by falsifying the
date property was identified. The taxpayers misrepresented to the IRS that they had properly identified replacement
property by back-dating documents in an attempt to reflect that an oral identification had been made. They tried to
fabricate their identification and created false documents to attempt to substantiate their claim. The Court found evidence
of the Dobrich’s intent to defraud and ruled that they were liable for a Section 6663 fraud penalty. In addition, the
taxpayers plead guilty to a criminal charge of causing the delivery of false documents to the IRS.
Ultimately, the taxpayers were liable for the $2.2 million in capital gain taxes they were attempting to defer - plus an
additional 75% fraud penalty of an additional $1.6 million.
The Bottom Line: Every taxpayer should make sure they properly identify the replacement property within the 45-calendar
day identification timeline pursuant to the §1031 rules and Treasury Regulation guidelines.
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Asset Preservation, Inc. (API) is a qualified intermediary as defined in the regulations under Internal Revenue Code §1031. Neither API, it’s officers or employees are authorized or permitted under applicable laws to provide tax or
legal advice to any client or prospective client of API. The tax related information contained herein or in any other communication that you may have with a representative of API should not be construed as tax or legal advice
specific to your situation and should not be relied upon in making any business, legal or tax related decision. A proper evaluation of the benefits and risks associated with a particular transaction or tax return position often
requires advice from a competent tax and/or legal advisor familiar with your specific transaction, objectives and the relevant facts. We strongly urge you to involve your tax and/or legal advisor (or to seek such advice) in any
significant real estate or business related transaction. © 2017 Asset Preservation, Inc. All rights reserved.

